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Richardson
Spanning 28 square miles and nestled just to the north of downtown Dallas, Richardson is known nationally as the Telecom
Corridor® Area and home to more than 500 high-tech and telecommunications companies. Richardson is a unique and sophisticated
suburb renowned for its award-winningCottonwood Art Festival and Wildflower! Art and Music Festival, Owens Spring Creek
Farm , the nationally ranked Sherrill Park golf course, 30 beautiful parks, natural habitats, and more than 40 miles of hike and bike
trails. Richardson offers one-on-one, small-town customer service and warm Texas hospitality, while still presenting the appeal,
advantages and entertainment of the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex. With 15 hotel and motels offering a total of 2,400 rooms and
meeting space ranging from 525 to 100,000 square feet, Richardson is an ideal place to play and stay!
The Charles W. Eisemann Center for Performing Arts and Corporate Presentations is Richardson's cultural treasure and has become a University of Texas at Dallas
foundation for the arts for both local entertainment and national touring performances. Home to the Margaret and Al Hill
Performance Hall, Bank of America Theatre and Bank of America Hall, the Eisemann Center is filled with music, dance and theater performances year round. Also,
theRichardson Civic Center is conveniently located off Highway 75 and Arapaho and can accommodate groups of all shapes and sizes. With rooms varying in size
from 550 to 8400 square feet, the Richardson Civic Center is here to meet your needs.
Richardson is easily accessible by major highways and serviced by two major airports; Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport
(DFW) and Love Field. Four Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) Light Rail stations located within city limits make it easy for visitors
to take in the sights or to step out of the city to access surrounding attractions such as sporting arenas, shopping malls, museums and
party venues throughout the Metroplex.
Whether it is business or pleasure that brings you to Richardson, there's something to please everyone. Explore Richardson. A cooler
experience!
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